Hi there! I’m Lorenzo and would really love to be your Arts Rep.

With galleries, theatres, and art centres closing for a lot of the pandemic, it’s been really sad to see some of our favourite creative endeavours stifled. I don’t know about all of you, but I didn’t really realise how much it’s affected me not having that outlet (be that making or consuming). That’s why now that the end of corona is in sight, I’m so excited to encourage people to bring their creative energy to Anne’s.

HERE’S WHAT I WANT TO DO!

1. **Destigmatise art** as something only some can do (encourage all forms of expression not just pretentious stuff). Could do this by reducing the scale and increasing the frequency of performances, exhibitions, and publications to make them more intimate.

2. **Bring together** lots of different media (film, drawing/painting, music, theatre, creative writing, or anything in between people suggest!). There are so many talented people here and it’d be so great to see them combine across different art-forms.

3. **Correspond with other reps** to show how art intersects with other parts of our lives (e.g. with the Women’s rep for a competition/mini-exhibition on the “Male gaze”).

4. I think one of the best ways to get people involved is to have competitions (fun, relaxed activities for people, especially freshers, to do with their households). Short film or performance pieces seems like a good group route for this.

THANKS FOR READING GUYS!